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Catholic employer
denies access to
industrial umpire
Despite a long tradition of Catholic school year
timetables matching government schools, the
Catholic Archdiocese of Canberra and Goulburn has
decided to re-organise their school year out of step
with ACT government schools, adding an extra day to
their staff’s timetable.
The NSW and ACT Catholic Systemic Schools
Enterprise Agreement 2015 states, in Annexure D, that
“the parties agree that the school year in ACT school
will be organised in line with
ACT government schools”.
This clause has operated
since at least the 1990s
and has ensured that
teachers in ACT Catholic
schools have worked
the same days (or less)
than their government
counterparts. That is, the
school years have been in
line, unless the Archdiocese
had exempted employees
from working certain days
with the aligned school year.
In the second half of last year it became apparent to
the Union that the Archdiocese had decided to ignore the
Agreement: while the ACT government schools timetable
for 2017 had been known for a long time, the Archdiocese
unilaterally decided to organise the school year in a way
that was not in line with ACT government schools.
The ACT government school term dates calendar
is unambiguous: Term 2 starts on 26 April 2017. Yet
the Archdiocese decided that it would start their ACT
school term on 24 April, the Monday between the
end of a weekend period and Anzac Day. Apart from
representing a deliberate breach of the Agreement,
it also placed Catholic school teachers, students and
families out of sync with the rest of the community.
Following a series of meetings and exchanges of
correspondence between the Archdiocese, the Catholic
Commission for Employment Relations (CCER) and

the Union, on 9 December 2016 the IEU made an
application to the Fair Work Commission (FWC) for it
to deal with the dispute. In early February a conciliation
process was run under the auspices of the Fair Work
Commission. This process failed to resolve the matter.
Following the conciliation process, the Archdiocese
proposed an alternative arrangement that Term 4 would
be reduced by one teaching day (at the end of Term 4)
in exchange for members teaching on 24 April.
In late February,
IEU chapters across
the ACT considered their
response. The overwhelming
member response to
the Archdiocese’s
unilateralism was one of
opposition. The strongly
supported motion read:
“We are strongly opposed
to teaching on 24 April and
do not wish to negotiate
alternate teaching days and
request the Union pursue this
issue before the Fair Work Commission.”
On 9 March the matter returned to the Fair Work
Commission. At that hearing the CCER, representing
the Archdiocese, indicated that it would challenge the
power of the Fair Work Commission to arbitrate the
dispute, unless it agreed to such arbitration.
The impact of the Archdiocese’s position is profound
for all IEU members in systemic schools across NSW.
Essentially CCER argued that there is no role for the
independent umpire (the Fair Work Commission) in
settling any dispute unless the employer agrees to it
undertaking such a role. They assert that where they
don’t want their decisions to be subject to independent
scrutiny, they simply say no to arbitration – as they are
attempting in this dispute.

Essentially CCER argued
that there is no role for the
independent umpire (the
Fair Work Commission) in
settling any dispute unless
the employer agrees to it
undertaking such a role.

Michael Wright Industrial Officer
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Assistant Secretary
Members will recall the current
enterprise agreement (EA) for
teachers and support staff in NSW
and ACT Catholic systemic schools
expired at the end of 2016.
The Union has lodged pay claims for
teachers and support staff in NSW and
ACT, reflecting public sector outcomes.
A key focus of our claim is also the
protection and improvement of
working conditions, which are central
to the working lives of our members.
The Union will not settle our 2017
pay claim unless we have substantial
progress in working conditions.
Bargaining
The Union has met with all dioceses
to discuss the workload and work
intensification components of our
claim. We have also met on a number
of occasions with the Catholic
Commission for Employment Relations
(CCER) on behalf of the dioceses to
discuss some core elements of our

claim, including teacher classifications
and support staff issues. CCER advised
the Union in December and again in
February that we should discuss the
teacher workloads claim and work
intensification issues directly with
dioceses.
Despite this, as at the time of
writing, only three dioceses have
responded in any way formally to our
workload and work intensification
claims.
Some diocesan directors have
written to their employees claiming
that the Union has recently changed
its position and this has delayed a
response by dioceses to the Union’s
claims. The Union rejects this
allegation as totally unfounded.
In order to speed up the glacial pace
of negotiations the Union wrote to
directors in late February to provide
detailed clauses on many of the Union
workload and work intensification
claims.
These clauses did not relate to
new claims as each of the items was
included in the original claim; the
wording was consistent with our
earlier negotiations and in some cases
reflected wording already contained
in the enterprise agreement or work

practice agreements but applicable to
only some dioceses.
Dioceses that have not yet
responded should get on with
preparing a response to the Union
claims rather than blame the Union for
their own delay.
Chapter support
The IEU has sent a detailed report on
the negotiations to chapters in all NSW
and ACT Catholic systemic schools. We
have also asked chapters to endorse
the steps necessary to take protected
industrial action if there is not
significant progress. If your chapter
has not yet met to discuss the February
2017 NewsExtra and proposed motion,
do so as soon as possible.
Protected action
The Union Council meets on
Saturday, 18 March and will consider
a progress report on the negotiations,
diocese by diocese. Recommendations
to commence the process for
protected action will be considered
at the meeting. Members will be
advised of the outcome of the Council’s
consideration. Contact your IEU
organiser if you have any queries.
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Catholic employer tries to deny access to industrial umpire
Continued from page 1
The Union’s legal representatives have already indicated that
we challenge their reading of the Agreement with respect to our
rights as workers to access arbitration processes. At the time
of writing, the Archdiocese and CCER continue to pursue this
attack on our rights to seek redress via an independent umpire.
Arbitration – what is the church’s view?
The attack on our rights to arbitration by the Archdiocese
through the agency of CCER is somewhat perplexing, given the
longstanding support the Church has given to arbitral processes.
Since Pope Leo’s encyclical
letter, Rerum Novarum (1891), the
Australian Catholic Church has been
an advocate for the right of workers
to access arbitration. Shortly after
Rerum Novarum was published, the
then Cardinal Archbishop of Sydney
(Cardinal Moran) publically advocated
for a system of conciliation and
arbitration.
More recently Pope John Paul II
in 1986 was a clear advocate for the
right to arbitration in Australia when
he addressed a group of workers in
Parramatta in 1986:
“Australia has a long and proud history of settling industrial
disputes and promoting co-operation by its almost unique system
of arbitration and conciliation. Over the years this system has
helped to defend the rights of workers and promote their wellbeing,
while at the same time taking into account the needs and the future
of the whole community.”
(Source: paragraph 208 pp.94-95, Australian Catholic Council
for Employment Relations (2007), Workplace Relations: A Catholic
Perspective, ACCER).
Certainly in 2008 the CCER’s predecessor understood the
imperative for all workers, including its own employees, to access
arbitration. The Australian Catholic Council for Employment
Relations, considered the deleterious impacts of WorkChoices:

“ACCER opposed the fundamental change in the AIRC’s role as
the arbitrator of disputes which cannot be solved by negotiation
and conciliation. It was in part based on its potential impact on
the capacity of unions to operate effectively, but it was also based
on concern about the ability of workers with little or no industrial
bargaining power, whether they be unionist or not, to achieve a
collective bargain.”
(Source: Paragraph 21, p9, Submission by the Australian Catholic
Council for Employment Relations to an inquiry by the Senate
Committee on Education, Employment and Workplace Relations into
the Fair Work Bill 2008, 9 January 2009).
More recently, Pope Francis has
advocated for a range of dispute settling
procedures, including arbitration, within
the world of work and international
affairs.
Sources: http://www.pbs.org/
newshour/rundown/full-text-popefrancis-speech-united-nations/; https://
www.eurekastreet.com.au/article.
aspx?aeid=48307#.WMI93Bhh0ck
Eureka Street.com.au Vol 26 No 9,
Pope Francis’ social activism has long
roots, Bruce Duncan, 15 May 2016.

Pope Francis in February this
year warned Catholics across
the world about hypocrisy: ‘It
is a scandal to say one thing
and do another. That is a
double life’.

Where to from here?
At the time of writing, the Archdiocese and their representative
CCER continue to ignore the plain meaning and intent of the
enterprise agreement provisions.
Notwithstanding the Church’s own position on the matter, they
also continue to argue that teachers across NSW and the ACT have
no access to the independent umpire via arbitral mechanisms.
Pope Francis in February this year warned Catholics across the
world about hypocrisy – “It is a scandal to say one thing and do
another. That is a double life”. (The Guardian 24 February 2017)
Perhaps the Archdiocese and CCER should heed the Pontiff’s words.
Michael Wright Industrial Officer

Teachers’ voices silenced
one to teachers and principals in the non government
sector. An additional regulation directed that an interim
QTC would consist of the elected teachers who got the
largest number of votes in the 2015 election. Piccoli did
this knowing that only one of the three electoral colleges

John Quessy
Secretary
The final acts of outgoing NSW Education Minister
Adrian Piccoli were among his most contemptuous of
teachers in the non government sector. Legislation
passed last year following the review of BOSTES
reduced the number of elected teachers to the Quality
Teaching Committee (QTC) formerly the Quality
Teaching Council, from 11 teachers to five.
This reduction was a recommendation from the
BOSTES review panel, although no case was made in
their report for the reduction, and none of the published
submissions suggested lessening the representation
of teachers. Several actually recommended increasing
elected teacher participation.
The panel claimed to be “strongly of the view that
representation of the teaching profession should be
retained on a recast Quality Teaching Committee” yet
bizarrely and illogically sought to do that by reducing
teacher input.
Like most legislation the detail and structural
operations are spelt out in the regulations. In the dying
moments of his time as Minister, Piccoli quietly released
the regulations which would distribute those five elected
positions, three to government school teachers and
principals, one to teachers in early childcare centres and

I am determined that the voices
of our members will be heard
loudly by this government and the
alternative government, and that our
members and their representatives
will not be ignored or treated with
disrespect and discourtesy.
he had amalgamated had a contested election. For the
other two who were elected unopposed, no votes were
cast, so those elected members were excluded.
Thus it is that 19% of the teaching force in NSW will be
represented on the QTC and some 16% will not. In effect
some 470 schools will have no elected voice. At some
time in late 2018 an election will be held and the 35% of
teachers employed in non government schools will be
able to select 20% of the elected teachers to the QTC.
However, the sheer weight of numbers makes it unlikely
that a teacher from the sector minority can ever be
elected. Democracy coalition style.
The Union appreciated that the legislation establishing
the new NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA)

The missing dimension: Support for teacher
performance and development processes

Mark Northam
Assistant Secretary

The clause below has been
submitted to all Catholic diocesan
directors as part of the Catholic
systemic schools campaign.
“Where peer to peer classroom
observation is part of a teacher’s
professional practice in a school, the
employer will provide release from
face to face teaching for planning,
observation and then feedback…”
It ‘s trusted that employers will
move beyond the provision of
a policy document to a position
where tangible support is available
for teachers. To simply impose
additional work with no clarity
surrounding the ‘how will we do this’
is both confronting to teachers and
undervaluing what is being sought.
Peer observations require three
dimensions:
• a professional discussion as to what
is to be observed
• the actual observation, and
• feedback and clarification.
The Catholic Commission for
Employment Relations (CCER) has
advised that this matter should be
addressed via diocesan policies or
work practice agreements. Clearly the
Union will be seeking enforceability of
agreed arrangements and the vehicle
for this is work practice agreements,
which are specific to a diocese.
The Australian Professional
Standards for Teachers are contained
in Annexure N of the NSW and

ACT Catholic Systemic Enterprise
Agreement 2015. All parties now
have an opportunity to translate
these documents into clear industrial
understanding as to what is being
sought. The missing dimension is the
explicit support to drive the process.
Models are developing regarding
goal setting being part of a staff
meeting exercise. Professional
Learning opportunities can be
positioned over the school year within
staff meetings and pupil free days to
ensure opportunities to undertake
professional learning occur and
capture the existing work of teachers
explicitly linked to the standards.
The AITSL online resources for
TPD processes refer to a “strong and
supportive culture…and a shared
commitment”. The way forward
for IEU members is to insist upon
tangible support. In real terms this
will entail programed release to
support the agreed and already
developed processes.
Programing
“Dioceses should not require detail
in excess of that required by BOSTES
(NESA)”
CCER has advised the Union that
certain dioceses do make exemplar
programs available and share same.
The issue of what constitutes an
appropriate framework is a vexed
question with many variations and
interpretations existing. The base
requirements should extend from
NESA and not be elaborated upon
without clear evidence to support
additional complexities.
For more information and
your opportunity for action, please
read the NewsExtra, available at
www.ieu.asn.au ‘Employers Delay
on IEU claim for Catholic Systemic
Schools’.

provided for a representative of the IEU on the NESA
Board. Late last year we were invited to submit three
names for the Minister to select our representative. While
it is unclear that a similar selection process was required
of other bodies, particularly employer groups, the IEU
did submit extensive details of our three nominees. In
late December, from a report in the press, the Union
learned that Assistant Secretary Mark Northam had been
appointed to the NESA board.
Mark is an excellent choice and his extensive experience
and expertise will serve the board well. However, it does
the Minister no credit that he did not have the courtesy to
advise our Executive of the appointment.
Soon after Piccoli was dumped from the Ministry and
new Education Minister Rob Stokes was appointed.
The IEU wrote, congratulating him on his new portfolio,
advising him of his predecessor’s disrespectful lapse and
requesting that our Executive be afforded the respect of
official notice of the appointment.
To date silence from the Minister. No acknowledgement
of our letter, no advice regarding the appointment and no
response to our request to meet with him to discuss issues of
significance to our members which lie within his portfolio.
It might be reasonable to conclude that NSW has yet
another in a long line of ministers of education who are in
fact ministers for government schools.
As Secretary I am determined that the voices of our
members will be heard loudly by this government and
the alternative government, and that our members and
their representatives will not be ignored or treated with
disrespect and discourtesy. Only teachers can speak for
teachers and they will be heard.

Who loses when penalty
rates are cut? We all do
The Fair Work Commission’s decision to
cut Sunday and public holiday pay rates
for almost one million workers will have a
wide ranging impact on the wellbeing and
financial security of workers. IEU members
are asked to contact the Prime Minister
and their local MP and demand legislation
that protects all weekend and public
holiday rates.

Fair Work decision: Not fair on workers
Hospitality, restaurant, fast food, retail
and pharmacy workers will have their
Sunday rates of pay reduced as penalty
loading percentages will be slashed by
25% to 50%. Public holiday penalty loading
percentages will also be cut by up to 50%.
The result of this decision will mean that
up to one million workers, including some
of the country's lowest paid workers, would
lose up to $6000 a year.
The Fair Work Commission says these
penalty rates are “no longer fair or relevant”.
But how accurate is this?
Weekend rates have been paid to those on
hourly rates who are working late at night,
weekends and public holidays. Weekend
and public holiday rates have the biggest
impact on workers in service industries such
as hospitality, retail, as well as in aged care,
child care, nursing and cleaning.
The majority of workers dependent on
weekend rates are women and those who
have household incomes of $60,000 or
less. The extra pay for working unsociable
hours means food on the table, payment
for mortgages or rents and resources for
children’s education.
We aren’t a 24/7 society
Despite all the technological changes,
most work is still undertaken during regular
hours of 9 to 5, Monday to Friday. About
71% of the workforce does not work on the
weekend or evenings, a statistic that has
remained steady since the 1990s.

As a community, we still look at
weekends, Sundays and public holidays
as important days for rest, socialising and
family time.
Weekend and public holiday rates play
an important role in increasing the pay of
the lowest paid workers who use their hard
earned money to purchase basic necessities
so every dollar earnt puts money back into
the economy at a greater rate than someone
on a higher income.
The effects of reducing or abolishing
Sunday and public holiday rates will be
widely felt, especially in towns and local
economies in rural and regional Australia.
No more employment
The Fair Work Commission has stated that
cutting Sunday and public holiday rates will
allow more businesses to open on weekends
and provide for more employment. Yet, it
is a mystery how reducing wages will create
more customers or put more money in the
community for spending.
The Fair Work Commission argues that
youth unemployment would be addressed
if Sunday and public holiday pay rates were
cut. However, such claims do not stack up
in an industry that has access to youth rates
and can pay a school leaver almost half the
adult minimum wage.
IEU members are asked to contact the
Prime Minister https://www.pm.gov.au/
contact-your-pm )and ask: “Why is it fair
that the least paid workers have to give
up weekend rates when that means they
will either need to work even more hours
to make up the pay, or just accept less
take home pay?” and Contact their local
Member of Parliament http://www.aph.
gov.au/Senators_and_Members/Members
and demand legislation which will protect
weekend rates.
Sign the ACTU petition https://www.
megaphone.org.au/petitions/weekendworkers-don-t-deserve-a-pay-cut-1 .
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Federal Court reinstates fairness
The Full Court of the Federal Court handed down a
significant decision in November 2016 that reaffirmed
the unfair dismissal rights of IEU members, and other
workers engaged in child related work throughout NSW.
In the May 2016 edition of Newsmonth the Union
reported on the approach of Sydney Catholic Schools
(SCS – the employer formerly known as Sydney Catholic
Education Office) to employees who were charged with
criminal offences prescribed by the Child Protection
(Working with Children) Act 2012.
As foreshadowed, SCS brought an application asking
the Federal Court of Australia to declare that SCS was
required by the CP(WWC) Act to immediately dismiss any
member against whom a prescribed charge was brought.
The Full Court of the Federal Court declined to make such
a declaration.
In accepting the Union’s submissions on the point, the
Federal Court found that, even if there existed a legislative
requirement to dismiss, there was still a termination at the
employer’s initiative and an employee was then entitled
to seek redress by way of an unfair dismissal application to
the Fair Work Commission.
While the Court declined to decide whether the
CP(WWC) Act contains a legislative to dismiss, the Full

Bench of the Fair Work Commission has previously agreed
with the Union that the CP(WWC) Act does not require the
dismissal of an employee pending the determination of a
prescribed charge.
Where an employer elects to dismiss an employee in
such circumstances, the employee clearly can commence
unfair dismissal proceedings before the Fair Work
Commission. School employers need to take reasonable
steps to allow members to defend themselves, and courts
to determine charges before moving to dismissal.
Meanwhile . . .
Before the Federal Court matter was heard, let alone
decided, SCS dismissed yet another teacher facing
prescribed charges (completely unrelated to children),
despite the Union urging it to first allow the member to
defend the charges.
The local court has since dismissed both charges,
with the magistrate noting that, on the evidence before
him, he considered the decision by SCS to dismiss the
member as “not only extraordinarily harsh but manifestly
unjust”. When confronted with the magistrate’s words the
response from SCS to the member was that “it is a matter
for the Fair Work Commission and not the Local Court to

decide whether the dismissal of [the IEU member] was
unfair… and whether or not reinstatement …is appropriate
in the circumstances”.
This is particularly galling when SCS itself refused to
wait for the local court to determine the criminal charges.
Even more galling, is the apparent differential treatment
by SCS of employees who acted as witnesses; the parade
of witnesses required by the prosecution were granted
paid leave to both attend court and also to recover from
the ordeal on the following day.
By contrast, employees who agreed to act as defence
witnesses were not offered such additional leave
and, in one case, were only released from duty after
protesting the inherent unfairness of the situation. While
the Union obviously supports appropriate paid leave
arrangements for any employee required to attend
court, it’s disappointing that SCS fails to extend such
accommodations equally to those who would speak to the
innocence of the accused.
At the time of writing, the Union continues to assist that
member with his unfair dismissal application, although
SCS continues to press a different jurisdictional objection.
Ian Bailey Industrial Officer

Facebook comments
Join the conversation facebook.com/ieunswact
Teachers say...
In order to comply with the
‘standards’ – bureaucrats now want
Victorian state school principals to sign
a contract, questioning their abilities to
carry out their roles:
Markus: Why don’t we require the
bureaucrats to sign stat decs too?
Lyrian: What’s the rationale? What
advantage do the signed stat decs offer?
Changes to the new HSC syllabus
for English are already proving to be
controversial:
Pat: So much for consultation. I was
at the meeting where virtually the entire
room voiced objection to English Studies
becoming examinable. Bloody disgrace.
Marina: Speechless.
Penalty rates to be slashed on
Sunday after landmark decision
by Fair Work Commission:
Frank: How disappointing!! Such a
4
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backward step. All workers deserve to
be paid fairly for their work and should
enjoy decent conditions. Most people
rely on being rostered on for Sundays
and holidays to balance their pay packet
– a terrible decision
Jas: When we live in a country that
instead of raising wages is cutting them
instead.
Patrick: It’s no different than the
Catholic school employers crying
poor over the 2.5% rise that we were
supposed to receive when our last
agreement expired December 2016.
Michelle: So some are worth more on
Sundays and some are not. Pretty crap
for young people trying to save – let’s
punish those can least afford it yet again.
Why do students get bored? And
what ways have you found to reduce
this problem from occurring in your
classroom?
James: They bombard themselves
with visual and aural stimulation from

phones, tablets, computers, and game
consoles. To sit and listen to a teacher is
increasing difficult for them to do.
Simon: Teachers who teach what the
students already know bore the heck out
of them. Pre-testing kids allows teachers
to tailor the learning experiences to what
the kids need.
Allowing students REAL input into
how they should be assessed is also
an empowering thing for them. The
frequency of assessing them can drive
them insane, especially when the main
purpose of assessing is to be able to
write a report.
According to new data, smaller class
sizes have been shown to be beneficial
in Tasmanian non government schools.
Lucinda: Totally agree! Sadly SCS
believe in John Hattie’s data and that it
doesn’t matter. Having 20 one year and
34 another - my class suffered big time.
Bini: Individualised instruction with 34!
Sharlene: Why not have two teachers

(a graduate teacher paired with an
experienced teacher) in a co-teaching
partnership per 24 students, with a
teacher’s aide if the class is bigger?
Rather than wait for new schools to be
built, we could start this now. It would
be interesting for someone with access
to the data to crunch the numbers and
work out the cost of two teachers per
classroom and how much is being spent
on casual teachers per annum.
Fiona: Any teacher with a class of
more than 24 kids will tell you this ...
Oh, John Hattie ... when did you last
teach (using the current curriculum and
all the extra stuff we do) a class of 34
kids? I think he might have some real
quantitative data if he actually did the
job for at least a year. Funny how those
who make the decisions about pay,
funding and money in the education
system wholeheartedly get behind him.
Robin: Isn’t it obvious – it is only those
not in the classroom who argue that size
of class does not matter!

Agreement
advances
principals’
position

It’s a first: enterprise agreement with
private early childhood operator

This outcome is a positive step towards private sector operators acknowledging
the importance of attracting and retaining qualified teachers, by ensuring
their conditions and salaries are more attractive than the modern award.

Following lengthy negotiations with Catholic sector
employers, agreement has now been reached for a new three
year multi enterprise agreement (MEA) to cover principals in 10
dioceses and also for an enterprise agreement (EA) for principals
in the Sydney Archdiocese.
Appreciation is expressed to IEU principal members for their
involvement in the EA consultation processes, including at a range of
meetings, teleconferences and via the Union’s Principals Sub Branch.  
Principals covered by the 10 diocese MEA voted on 27 and 28
February to endorse the Agreement and Sydney Archdiocese
principals were scheduled to vote on their EA during the period
8 to 14 March.
After fine tuning a number of issues such as contract provisions,
access to professional development, and continued flexibility of
long service leave arrangements, the IEU emailed all its NSW and
ACT principal members to endorse a ‘yes’ vote for the agreements.
It is the view of the IEU that a vote in favour of these agreements
will provide clarity and certainty to protect and advance the
interests of principals over the coming three years.
The MEA provides the following benefits for
principals in the ten dioceses which it covers:
• pay rises of at least 2.5%, with many principals achieving more
significant increases
• additional loading of up to 10% for principals of schools in a
remote location or where there are other special factors (including
diocesan boarding schools), and
• a new classification structure which recognises both the size
of the school and principals’ experience, noting that principals
employed prior to the commencement date of the agreement will
be deemed to be ‘Accomplished’.
The EA for Sydney principals includes:
• pay rises of 2.5% per annum over the term of the EA, with larger
increases in some instances
• continuation of a classification structure that recognises both
the size of the school and principals’ experience
• automatic appointment for principals to the second incremental
step of the level in small primary schools (up to 449 students)
(for principals appointed on a permanent basis).
• greater clarity around progression and contract renewal
processes, including in situations where the employer has not
advanced the process in a timely manner
• clarification around classification and progression when
principals change schools in the Archdiocese.
• protection until the end of the current contract period if
enrolments decline to a lower salary band level, and
a commitment to the equitable and transparent resourcing of
professional learning opportunities for principals.
Principals with a specific inquiry about how the NSW/ACT MEA
or the Sydney EA applies to them should contact their employer in
the first instance for clarification and then follow up with the IEU if
there are any ongoing issues or concerns.

The IEU is celebrating the first enterprise
agreement finalised with a for profit early
childhood employer that provides for salaries
and conditions above the Educational Services
(Teachers) Award.
The Fair Work Commission recently
approved an enterprise agreement known as
the Stationbridge Group Australia Enterprise
Agreement 2016.
The Stationbridge group works on a franchisee/
franchisor model and currently operates several
long day care centres called Cherry Bridge Station
Early Learning and Childcare across the Sydney
metropolitan area.
IEU, United Voice and several individual
bargaining representatives have been in
negotiations for an enterprise agreement since
April 2016 with Stationbridge Group Australia.
This is an excellent outcome for early
childhood teacher members. Members will have
salary increases of 11.5% over the life of the
agreement, access to paid leave to attend NESA
accredited professional development, inclusion of
an Educational Leader’s definition and a provision
of two hours to perform the role, the Nominated
Supervisor’s definition and an allowance equal to
50% of the Director’s Allowance.
The Nominated Supervisor’s Allowance will
also be paid in conjunction with the Director’s

Allowance if one person is performing both roles.
This represents an increase of $4500 in the first
year of the agreement to a teacher who is the
Nominated Supervisor or if they are the Director.
Programing has been increased to three hours
per teacher if they plan for more than 15 children
and the inclusion of five days paid domestic
violence leave.
This is the first agreement the IEU has made
with a private operator since the Early Years
Quality Fund Agreements and it should be
celebrated and acknowledged. The IEU is hopeful
that this will pave the way to more enterprise
agreements with the private sector.
Currently the IEU has more than 250
community based preschool and long day care
enterprise agreements covering hundreds of
teachers in standalone centres and larger non
for profit organisations. Pay parity with school
teachers is been achieved in many of these
centres with an agreement.
IEU believes the Stationbridge outcome
is a positive step towards private sector
operators acknowledging the importance of
attracting and retaining qualified teachers in their
services, by ensuring their conditions and salaries
are more attractive than the modern award.
Tina Smith Organiser

Perceptions of early childhood teacher
accreditation: Moving forward or
setting us back?
You are invited to take part in a research study about the accreditation
of early childhood teachers. The study will focus on the perceptions of
early childhood teachers across different stages of their career who are
gaining or maintaining accreditation at least at the Proficient level.
The study is part of the Honours degree within the Bachelor of
Education (Early Childhood) at the University of Sydney, under the
supervision of Dr Marianne Fenech. The ethics approval project number
of this study is 2017/065.
Participation in the study will only involve one hour of your time, at a
time and place convenient to you. For more information, or to express
interest in participating, please contact Samantha King at
skin7436@uni.sydney.edu.au.

Pam Smith Principals Organiser
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PRESENT TENSE

Window into the world
Kendall Warren
Organiser
As 2017 unfolds, the industry
is starting to see those two great
geopolitical earthquakes of 2016 –
Brexit and Trump – take effect. The
moves by the British government to
give effect to the referendum result
last June are probably having the
most material effect at the moment.
In the initial phase, this is having a
particular effect on the international
student market, with big reductions
in the numbers of student visas to the
UK being granted.
However, it is the new US President
that may end up having a greater
effect on the industry, and indeed
on the world more generally. Donald
Trump was elected for many reasons,
but a significant driver of his support is
perceived concerns about immigration.
Trump himself has seemingly taken
that lesson, and has already imposed
sweeping restrictions to arrivals from
many countries, and while some of

these have been overturned by the
courts, it seems inevitable that further
restrictions are in prospect.
So, what does this mean for the
international student market generally,
and for the industry in Australia
more particularly? In the short term,
it is certainly feeding in to a general
feeling of uncertainty, with employers,
teachers and students possibly putting
off making firm decisions until the dust
settles and we all know what we are
in for.
Trump opportunity
The early signs, though, point to a
huge opportunity for the Australian
industry. With the big markets of
Britain and the US seemingly closing
their doors to international students,
the normally secondary places such as
Australia, New Zealand and Canada
have a great opportunity to pitch
themselves as safe and welcoming
countries in which to live and study.
This is certainly the view of Rod
Jones, the CEO of Navitas, one of
Australis’s largest providers for
international education, who has
argued that President Trump’s ban on
those from several Muslim majority
countries will see students from those

countries – and others – look elsewhere
for study opportunities.
Figures released by the federal
Department of Education show that
these hopes may be starting to bear
out, with overall numbers increasing by
around 11% in 2016 from the previous
year, with numbers in ELICOS rising by
even more than that. The industry is
certainly bounced back strongly from
the tough times of five years ago, and
the industry can expect further gains
on the back of limitations being put in
place in the UK and the US.
Agreements
Another area where Brexit and
Trump seem to be having an impact
is in enterprise bargaining. In several
negotiations that your Union is
involved with at present – especially
those with international exposure
such as Navitas and Study Group –
employers are using the uncertainty
around these matters to greatly limit
salary increases for new agreements.
With three yearly totals of around
5% being offered in response to this
apparent uncertainty, your Union is
suggesting shorter term agreements to
try and get through this initial phase,
and we will be hopefully better placed

to seek more significant increases in
2018-2019, once the impacts of Brexit
and Trump become clearer.
Agreements have recently been
approved by the Fair Work Commission
(FWC) at Mission Australia (just
short of 10% over four years, plus
other improvements), and Universal
English College (5.3% over three
years, plus other improvements), and
an agreement in principle has been
reached at Taylor’s College (4% over
two years). Your Union is currently
bargaining at Embassy English, Navitas
English Services and Navitas English
ACT, and settlements at these colleges
are expected soon.
Your Union is also seeking to
commence negotiations at Australian
Pacific College and SELC in Bondi
Junction, although employers here are
proving more reluctant. Consequently,
we may need to apply to the FWC for
majority support orders, under which
the employer can be compelled to
commence bargaining, when it can
be demonstrated that a majority of
employers (or group of employees,
such as teachers) wish for that to
happen. To find out how that might
work at your college, contact your
Union, the IEU.

Fight for redundancy pays dividends
In February, the IEU represented three early childhood
members before the Fair Work Commission. The Union
fought on behalf of its members to have their redundancy
pay paid to them by their former employer.
The once busy Norwest Childcare Centre in western Sydney,
employing up to 25 early childhood workers, closed after it was
sold by its owners to a developer in November for $8.5 million.
Despite this large profit, the owners made no provision
to pay the $250,000 in redundancy owed to the former
employees. One of the centre’s owners, Nesha Hutchinson, is
Vice President of the Australian Childcare Alliance.
IEU Secretary John Quessy said last week: “The IEU has
fought tirelessly to ensure fairness and the rule of law are
observed in the early childhood education sector”.
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“ We will never accept early childhood sector employers
attempting to abscond with our member’s entitlements.
The IEU stands in total solidarity with these early childhood
members and their fight to have their redundancy pay
awarded to them.”
The case was due to be heard again before the Fair Work
Commission this month, however was favourably resolved
when all outstanding claims were fully settled by the employer.
“When you consider the extensive cost of litigation and the
difficulties that are often associated with fighting for one’s
workplace entitlements and rights, it just doesn’t make any
rational sense not to be part of your Union,” said Verena
Heron, Senior Industrial Officer.

Principals under pressure

The 2016 Australian Principal
Occupational Health, Safety and
Wellbeing survey, sponsored by
Teachers Health, has found principals
are experiencing overwork, stress,
threats and actual physical violence
at much higher rates than the general
population.
Now in its sixth year, the survey uses
a large sample (5000 respondents) from
across all school sectors – public and non
government – to draw its conclusions.
Report author Associate Professor
Philip Riley from the Australian Catholic
University’s Institute for Positive
Psychology and Education has found a
third of principals are working more than
60 hours a week.
Professor Riley has proposed a similar
health and well being survey be carried
out for teachers. “I suspect we might get
similar results for teachers, but we don’t
have the data,” he said. Professor Riley is
now seeking funding for this work.
Principals are experiencing workplace
demands that are 1.5 times higher than
the general population. This makes
them subject to higher levels of burnout
(1.6 times higher), stress symptoms (1.7
times higher), difficulty sleeping (2.2
times higher), and depressive symptoms
(1.3 times higher).
One in three principals has
experienced physical violence at school,
a figure which is 29% up from the
beginning of the survey. Professor Riley
said if this trend continues, principals

will experiences threats of violence at 10
times the rate of the general population
next year.
On the plus side, principals experience
more influence at work, feel more
commitment and find their work more
meaningful than the average person.
Principals reported stress was mainly
caused by the “sheer quantity of
administrative work” they were required
to perform. They complained about
suffering additional stress due to the lack
of time available to focus on teaching
and learning.
Professor Riley said little is being done
by private school employers, Catholic
education offices or state and territory
governments to ease the burden school
principals are carrying.
“What every school system in Australia
needs to urgently address are the levels of
burnout, stress and additional responsibility
being loaded onto principals.
“There is a decreasing level of personal
support for principals from within
the schools they lead and from their
employers. That is a major concern.
“Educational employers can help
by reducing job demands, or increase
resources to cope with increasing
demand.”
Look out for a full report in
IE magazine, out now.
To access the survey: http://www.
principalhealth.org/au/2016_Report_
AU_FINAL.pdf .

Close to 50% of principals have
received threats in their workplaces.
This is unacceptable and parents and
students must show more restraint
when dealing with school principals.
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Closing the gap: Australia is failing on six of the seven target areas
In 2006, Australia’s peak Indigenous and non
Indigenous health bodies, non government
organisations and human rights organisations
initiated the Close the Gap Campaign to achieve
equality for health and life expectancy of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people by 2030.
The campaign was deemed necessary as Australia has
one of the world’s worse life expectancy gaps between
Indigenous and non Indigenous Australians.
As a response, the National Indigenous Reform
Agreement was agreed by the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG). The Reform Agreement
outlined two health/medical goals and four educational/
employment goals to be achieved in partnership with
Indigenous community and health organisations. A
further education target related to school attendance
rates was added in May 2014. These goals were to:
• improve Indigenous life expectancy to the Australian
average by 2031
• halve the gap between Indigenous and nonIndigenous
mortality rates
• ensure that 95% of all Indigenous four year olds are
enrolled in early childhood education by 2025 (revised
goal)
• close the gap between Indigenous and nonIndigenous
school attendance by 2018
• halve the gap in reading, writing and numeracy
achievements for Indigenous students by 2018
• halve the gap for Indigenous students in Year 12 (or
equivalent) attainment rates by 2020, and
• halve the gap in employment outcomes between
Indigenous and other Australians by 2018.
How are we doing?
The Closing the Gap Report released in February
2017, shows that little progress has been achieved over
the past 12 months, nor since the National Indigenous
Reform Agreement was established in 2008.
At present only one target is on track to being
achieved, with some areas declining.

Target Close the gap in life expectancy within a
generation
Target year 2031
Results Not on track
Progress Some progress in the area of circulatory
disease, However, the Indigenous mortality rate from
cancer (the second leading cause of death) is rising and
the gap is widening.
Target Halve the gap in mortality rates for Indigenous
children under five within a decade
Target year 2018
Results Not on track
Progress Long term progress shows the child mortality
gap has declined by 31% since 2008 with Indigenous
child mortality declining by 33%. However, Indigenous
children aged 0-4 are more than twice as likely to die
than non-indigenous children.
Target 95% of all Indigenous four year olds enrolled in
early childhood education
Target year 2025
Results New baseline for data is 2015. Not on track.
Progress In 2015 87% of Indigenous four year olds were
enrolled in early childhood education compared to 98%
of their non Indigenous counterparts.
Target Close the gap between Indigenous and nonIndigenous school attendance by 2018
Target Year 2018
Result There has been no change in the Indigenous
attendance rate from 2014 (83.5%) to 2016 (83.4%). In
2016 the attendance rate for non Indigenous students
remained steady at 93.1%.
Progress Progress will need to accelerate for this target
to be met.
Target Halve the gap in reading, writing and numeracy
achievements for Indigenous students
Target year 2018
Result Not on track
The report shows that only Year 9 numeracy is on track
to meet the target.

We can do better!
#BringThemHere
2PM, SUNDAY 9th APRIL
HYDE PARK NORTH
March to First Fleet Park, Circular Quay.

Contact Ian 0417 275 713
or Peter 0418 312 301.
8
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Progress Statistically significant gains have been made
in Years 3 and 5 reading and Years 5 and 9 numeracy in
the proportion of Indigenous students at or above the
national minimum standard between 2008 and 2016.
Target Halve the gap for Indigenous Australians aged
20-24 in Year 12 attainment or equivalent attainment
rates
Target year 2020
Result On track
Progress The proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander 20-24 year-olds achieving this standard has
increased from 45.4% to 61.5% since 2008.
Target Close the gap in employment outcomes
between Indigenous and non Indigenous Australians
Target year 2018
Result Not on track
Progress There has been a decline in Indigenous
employment rates since 2008. Employment rates are
considerably higher in the major cities than in remote
areas.
To read more about the Closing the Gap Report 2017,
click on this link http://closingthegap.pmc.gov.au/

Morey calls for action on wage theft
Unions NSW Secretary Mark Morey has called for a
royal commission on wage theft in NSW.
Mark was reacting to recent revelations about
employers, particularly franchises such as 7-Eleven,
Dominos, Pizza Hut and Caltex, underpaying young
and migrant workers. The ‘gig’ economy, which
includes AirTasker, Deliveroo, Foodora and Uber, is also
fragmenting workers’ rights.
Teachers can play an important role in educating
young people about their rights and the history of the
trade union movement, so they are less vulnerable to
exploitation when they get their first job, Mark said.
“The starting point is encouraging young people
to join the union so they are informed about
their conditions and understand their contract of
employment. Many young people have no idea what
their rights are, other than getting an hourly rate,”
he said.
“Historically people join unions when they have family
members who are in a union, but we have a generation
where no one in the family has ever been in a union,
so we have to try and reach people though new means
such as social media along with traditional organising
strategies. There is a trend in society at large for people
not to join collective organisations like clubs and
churches, so we have to work hard to reach them.”
Mark said more could be done at school to make sure
young people know their legal rights when they enter
the workforce.
“Young people need to be taught about industrial
rights and have some understanding of the legal system
surrounding work. This is not taught enough in schools.”
Mark said the problem was increasingly exponentially,
with the ‘gig’ model permeating all levels of society.
“AirTasker is contracting to the Good Guys to do
deliveries. Employers are able to get out of their legal
obligations around other entitlement apart from

paying proper wages. Good Guys deliverers would have
no job security, no enforceable minimum wage, no
superannuation and no occupational health and safety
insurance.”
Previously many students employed in retail were
supported by awards and/or enterprise agreements so
they at least had a base, but the gig economy was taking
people completely out of this setting.
It is now common for young people to work on a ‘trial’
basis for weeks at a time without being paid.
“Students are basically facing the law of the jungle at
work and this must impact on their studies.”
The Fair Work Commission was “doing bits and
pieces” but did not have the resources to monitor the
problems and could only react to complaints.
“It should be noted that unions are no longer allowed
to look at wage books, unless it is for a union member.
Previously unions could inspect wage books for everyone.
“Usually the union member is not the one being
exploited. At 7-Eleven the union members were the only
ones not being underpaid.”
Mark said a royal commission could look at the
structures underpinning the basic premise of why we go
to work.
“We go to work so we can get a fair day’s pay for a
fair day’s work, to enable us to feed out families and
participate in society.
“We’re at a point where we need to make a decision
about whether this is what we want our economy to
do, or do we just want to keep pulling apart wages and
conditions so people are further disconnected from their
communities and become working poor.
“We need to look at what fundamental universal
safeguards should be in place for working people in
Australia.”

Students are
basically facing the
law of the jungle at
work and this must
impact on their
studies.

Sue Osborne Journalist

IEU members are invited to apply on
behalf of their schools, colleges or
early childhood centres for one of five
Environment Grants of $3000 each,
sponsored by Teachers Mutual Bank, to
help with your environmental projects.
Teachers Mutual Bank (TMB) has a proud history of funding
education projects that bring sustainability projects to life and is
the sole sponsor of this initiative.
There is no definitive list of possible activities, but typical projects
include habitat conservation, biodiversity and tree planting;
outdoor learning areas; vegetable and kitchen gardens, organic
produce; water and energy savings; waste, recycling and
composting projects and Aboriginal cultural projects.
Eligibility criteria include the long term viability of the project, a
link to broader environmental education strategy and effective
management of the project.
Applications open Wednesday 26 April 2017
Applications close Wednesday 19 July 2017
The project implementation dates from the time of grant
announcement to the end of the school year 2017.
Successful grant applications announced on www.ieu.asn.au
Friday 18 August 2017. Profile of members' winning applications
published in Newsmonth Issue 6 2017.
For application forms and further information contact Betty Tan at
betty@ieu.asn.au
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New voice breaking
through the noise
A passion for history has guided new
IEU Organiser Lubna Haddad’s career
choices from a young age.
“I thought about being a journalist, a
lawyer and a psychologist, but in the end
history kept drawing me back,” Lubna said.
After studying history, legal studies and
politics at university Lubna started a career
as a history teacher in the public system,
before moving to All Saints Catholic Senior
College, Casula, then All Saints Greek
Orthodox Grammar School, Belmore and
finally The McDonald College at North
Strathfield, where she stayed for 10 years,
becoming the Human Society and Its
Environment (HSIE) department head.
Lubna has also done postgraduate study
in educational leadership.
“I loved teaching history, and seeing
the kids faces light up when they 'got'
something.
“If they started to fall in love with the
subject I love and even decided to become
history teachers themselves, I found that
really rewarding.”
For almost her entire stint at The
McDonald College, Lubna was the IEU Rep.
“I’ve always joined the union, even
when I worked at Woolies putting myself
through university. My history background
got me into the union movement.

“Studying the labour movement and
human rights – it made sense to me. The
collective is very important.”
Lubna said a job at the IEU was the
perfect fit.
“I’ve always had two career goals.
If I stayed in the classroom it was to
be involved in curriculum and teacher
training. If I moved out of the classroom
it was to be involved in activism and
advocacy.
“The IEU offered me an opportunity to
stay connected to education while taking
part in advocacy, social justice and teacher
welfare issues.”
Lubna said her first six months would
be a learning experience, taking in all the
different aspects of the Union’s work.
Her ultimate aim is to make sure
teachers’ welfare is at the forefront,
teachers’ rights are upheld, their
conditions improved and they are
‘listened to’.
“There’s too much noise around
teaching from politics and new directives
and the nitty gritty of what really matters
in teaching is getting lost.
“I’d like to be a voice that cuts through
all the noise and finds out what can be
done to make teachers’ lives better.”

My history background got
me into the union movement.

Union upholds teachers’ rights at Royal Commission
IEUA has made a submission to the
Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse for its
targeted consultations, upholding the
rights of members to fair treatment.
The submission reads in part:
“The IEUA acknowledges the failure
of institutions in the past to adequately
respond to and protect children from
sexual abuse.
“The IEUA notes that significant changes
have been made by jurisdictions across
the country to better protect children and
to provide backgrounds checks on people
seeking to work with children.
“The IEUA believes that current
‘working with children’ background
checks are operating effectively in
Australian jurisdictions.
“The IEUA notes that the Royal
Commission has identified information
sharing between Australian jurisdictions
as an area in which further work needs to
be undertaken to further protect children
and young persons.
“The IEUA has previously been on the
record and re-asserts in this submission
that it would support a nationally
consistent information exchange system to
protect children and young persons within
and between Australian jurisdictions.
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“The IEUA argues, however, that the
to deal with the task and the resources
information exchange should relate
to undertake such work would increase
specifically to child sexual abuse matters
the costs of these bodies which would
and that ’threshold’ triggers need careful
inevitably be borne by our members.
discussion and consideration. For instance, This community service responsibility
the IEUA would reject information sharing
of managing the repository is correctly
of ‘rumour and innuendo’.
a responsibility of and
“Further, the IEUA
financial function of
would reject a nationally
the state.
Information
consistent notification
“Further, many staff
exchange should
arrangement that
working in schools are
relate specifically to not members of the
sought to include ‘other
child sexual abuse teacher registration/
disciplinary matters’
that are collected and
matters . . . the licensing authority by
overseen by some
of the nature of
IEUA would reject virtue
teacher licensing
their employment and
information sharing therefore a separate and
authorities .
of ‘rumour and
“In relation to the
alternate arrangement
authority in each
would need to be made
innuendo’.
jurisdiction that might
for these staff. The IEUA
have responsibility for
is concerned about the
management of the
number and type of
data repository on child sexual abuse,
prescribed bodies that would have access to
the IEUA does not support the notion
the repository and would argue strongly for
that a possible appropriate authority
a strict limit on the number of appropriate
would be the teacher registration/
and necessary prescribed bodies.
licensing authority (variously known as
“Further, the type of information
teacher colleges, institutes or boards).
shared needs to be limited to
“The IEUA rejects such a proposition for information that is specific to the welfare
a number of reasons, most significantly
of the child at risk. Accordingly, further
being that these authorities, paid for by
consultation and discussion will be
registered teachers, are not equipped
required in relation to this element.

“The IEUA notes that children’s
commissioners or ombudsman exist
in jurisdictions and that these bodies
could be more appropriately charged
with the responsibility of management
of the repository.
“The IEUA also believes that any
nationally consistent information
exchange system should not be
any more onerous than current
arrangements. Structural proposals will
necessarily require further consultation
with key stakeholders.
“It is the responsibility of the IEUA
to protect our members’ welfare,
employment, reputation and careers.
Accordingly any nationally consistent
approach will require inbuilt review and
appeals’ processes.
“Further, the IEUA believes that access
to the repository should be limited and
that prescribed bodies need to be clearly
and carefully defined and restricted only
to those responsible for the working with
children check at the point of employment.
“As there are currently variations in
this process in jurisdictions at present,
a considered review and likely further
consultative process will be required to
capture the appropriate bodies.”
Chris Watt Federal Secretary

LOOMS FOR ALL TEACHERS TO BE ACCREDITED
If you began teaching before
October 2004, you may be aware that
on 1 January 2018 you will become
accredited at Proficient through
NESA – essentially, it’s your licence
to teach. So let’s have a look at what
you have to do and what you don’t
have to do.
• You’ll need to make sure you have
a valid Working With Children
Check. This process is via the Office
of the Children’s Guardian https://
www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/
child-safe-organisations/workingwith-children-check/apply/apply.
After you’ve made your online
application, you’ll need to take
photo identification (current driver’s
licence or current passport etc) to
Service NSW and have the application
validated. Ensure that on the WWCC
application you use the exact name
that is on your form of identification.
• You’ll receive an email from NESA
asking you to activate your account
and pay your annual fee of $100.
Don’t ignore this email from
NESA! It will have your user name
and password – keep them safe. You
activate the process by logging in
and NESA will then send you an
invoice for the annual fee. Please
ensure you respond and pay the
fee before 31 December 2017. Your
employer will provide (or possibly
already has provided) contact details
to NESA.
There are a couple of other things
to consider as well. If you have an
ongoing performance management
matter taking place, or you have
had more than five years away from
teaching, contact your organiser as
soon as possible and we’ll look at what
options are available to you. Proficient
Teacher accreditation is also available

Accreditation
and casual
teachers

to teachers who may be on leave, or
who have recently retired and will
return to teaching after a break of less
than five years any time up until 31
December 2022.
If you’re a casual teacher (or as I
prefer ‘visiting’ teacher for the day),
NESA has an expectation that you will
manage your own accreditation:
“As a casual or part time teacher,
you are responsible for managing
your accreditation process. Forming
strong professional relationships and
committing to periods of continuous
employment, are important factors
in gaining opportunities for teaching
practice that allow you to demonstrate
the Standard Descriptors at Proficient
Teacher.
“Your focus on accreditation has
to commence from the time you are
ready to teach. This means being
proactive and:
• accepting periods of continuous
employment
• approaching the principal/service
director of the school or service
where you are employed regularly to
make arrangements for the progress
of your accreditation, and
• cultivating professional
relationships across all the schools
or services in which you work.”
NESA online document: http://www.
nswteachers.nsw.edu.au/currentteachers/casual-and-part-timeteachers/
IEU would encourage those
members who work only as visiting
teachers (that is you only do day to day
casual teaching) to have discussions at
the schools in which you teach with the
principal or accreditation delegate, to
ask if they will be willing to allow you to
join them in PD activities and validate
the activity as well. Again, contact

NESA advise that casual and part time teachers
may use evidence collected across a number of
schools to finalise their accreditation at one school.
During this time, schools have the responsibility to
assist you verify evidence of your work.
Across all employment situations, it’s the teacher
accreditation authority’s responsibility, in consultation
with the casual or part time teacher and an
experienced supervising teacher, to determine when
an accreditation decision can be reliably made about
your practice as a teacher. The school, where you are
being supported through your accreditation, may need

your organiser or send questions to
accreditation@ieu.asn.au and we can
have a chat about what options might
be available to you.
IEU run various presentations about
accreditation: How Accreditation
in NSW Works and Maintenance
of Accreditation and works with
members on an individual basis around
accreditation. Our website has details
of dates and venues as well as online
options. http://www.ieu.asn.au/pdmeetings/
What you don’t have to do yet is log
PD or write a report. If you’re a preOctober 2004 teacher and you haven’t
undertaken voluntary accreditation,
you don’t need to log PD for validation
yet as you won’t have an account
with NESA.
A written report about how you
meet the Standards in your day to day
teaching won’t be due until towards
the maintenance period – five years for
full time teachers and seven years for
part time and casual teachers.
Finally, I would like to emphasise
that accreditation will be your licence
to teach from January 2018. It’s
important that you follow the rules
about maintenance of accreditation
from 2018 because if your licence
is suspended or revoked, you may
not be able to teach. While the IEU
will be here to support members
who may have some difficulties or
challenges with accreditation, you can
help yourself by being informed and
knowing what needs to be done. Help
is as easy as sending an email with
questions about accreditation to the
IEU: accreditation@ieu.asn.au
BOSTES became NESA on January
1 2017. NESA stands for NSW
Education Standards Authority.
Newsmonth Issue 1 contained
information about this changeover.
Karen Forbes Professional Officer

to consult with other NSW schools where you have
collected evidence of your teaching practice.
The NESA website has a link to a booklet that may be
of assistance to you:
http://www.nswteachers.nsw.edu.au/currentteachers/casual-and-part-time-teachers/
Lots of the information from NESA still carries a
BOSTES logo. That’s fine, they are in the process
of rebranding so it’s the same authority and their
information is still relevant.
For further information you can email
accreditation@ieu.asn.au with any questions.
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Labour bites
Cash only at the gallery
The prestigious National Gallery of
Victoria has been rocked by a wage
scandal with allegations emerging
that security guards are being forced
to work for cash and workers say they
were fired or threatened with the sack
for raising pay concerns.
The Victorian Government has
appointed auditing firm KPMG to
investigate, and may refer the allegations
to the Fair Work Ombudsman.
One employee said he was hired
by the gallery’s security contractor
Building Risks International Pty
Limited (BRI Security), but said after
about two months he was transferred
to a sub-contractor called Java
Security. “They said you have to work
cash in hand,” he said.
“If you don’t want to do it, you have
to leave.” He was paid between $17 to
$20 an hour flat rate with no tax and no
entitlements such as sick leave.
BRI and Java Security deny the
allegation. But BRI operates under a
Work Choices era agreement, allowing
them to pay their guards less than the
award on weekends. (Source: ABC)

Sitting down to take a stand
Catholic schools are taking a
stand against children in detention,
a policy they say violates basic human
rights and is inconsistent with their
Christian values.
At Bethlehem College, Ashfield
earlier this term about 50 schoolgirls
emerged at lunch time with their
student numbers scrawled across tape
that covered their mouths. Provocative
images of refugees hung from their
necks, covering the school crests
on their blazers. For the duration of
their lunch break, they sat in a square
staring blankly at nothing much. They
did it every day for a week.
“We got a lot of weird stares from
everyone and you felt helpless while you
were sitting there thinking ‘why isn’t
anyone helping me? Why isn’t anyone
asking about it’?” a Year 11 student
said. “And it’s really symbolic of what’s
happening to refugees because they
sit in the detention centres, everyone
knows they are there, but no one really
does anything about.”
The bold demonstration against the
Federal Government’s refugee policy
was part of a remarkable student
activist movement that has emerged in
Catholic schools. (Source: SMH)
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Teacher replacement
scheme suspended
In Northern Ireland a scheme to
replace older teaching staff with newly
qualified teachers has been suspended.
The program aimed to allow up to
120 teachers over the age of 55 to
retire early over the next 12 months
and be replaced by teachers who had
graduated since 2012, but the scheme
is facing a legal challenge.
At least one teacher excluded from
the scheme, because they qualified
prior to 2012, is seeking to have the
criteria judicially reviewed.
In a statement announcing the
decision, the Department of Education
said: “The applicant believes that this is
unlawful age related discrimination”.
Avril Hall Callaghan, General
Secretary of the Ulster Teachers’
Union said: “This amounts to the worst
possible news coming at the worst
possible time, when teacher morale is
at an all time low”.
“Members are reeling. Just when
you think things can’t get any worse
for our profession the Department
of Education launches this salvo.”
(Source: BBC)

Charter school union
Teachers at Chicago’s biggest and
best regarded charter school network
have set out to form a union. In an
open letter to administrators and
school board members, teachers at
the Noble Network of Charter Schools
requested permission to organise a
union without interference or fear of
retaliation. Founded in 1999, Noble
operates 17 campuses across the city,
educating more than 12,000 students.
On Monday, Noble teachers held a
press conference in advance of a Noble
school board meeting, reiterating their
request to management for a fair and
neutral process.
The response they have received
from network CEO Michael Milkie has
been skeptical.
“We respect the rights of individuals
to organise or not organise, and we
will continue to address concerns
of teachers, staff, parents, and all
members of the Noble community,”
said Milkie in an emailed statement.
“In my experience as a former CPS
teacher, I believe a restrictive union
contract could eliminate the curriculum
and flexibility we have to best serve
our students’ needs.”
(Source: The American
Prospect)
Compiled by

John Quessy

Refugees’
personal
stories
have
impact

The Refugee Council of Australia
(RCoA) continued their partnership with
the IEU by presenting a PIP in Newcastle
on Wednesday 1 March. Two presenters
from the Refugee Council of Australia
shared information and stories with a
group of 45 teachers from a wide variety
of schools and early childhood centres
across the Newcastle region.
Rebecca Langton spoke about the
international refugee crisis, the process
for entry to Australia by refugees and gave
us information about how we can help in
this matter. Deema Yako spoke about her

personal experience as a refugee and the
struggles she and her family faced as they
left their homeland due to war and made
the long and gruelling journey to Australia.
Participants relished the time for
questions and answers and Deena was
happy to try and provide advice for those
working with students from refugee
backgrounds. There was quite a bit of
positive networking for members who
attended this PIP and we look forward to
hosting further event with RCoA in the
near future.

A 40 year love affair
with Nepal bears fruit
Former IEU Rep and Organiser
Michael Davis’ 40 year love affair
with Nepal is bearing fruit for
that country, as he raises funds to
rebuild a school destroyed by the
2015 earthquake.
At IEU Council on 18 March it was
agreed the Union would support
the cause to the tune of $1000 from
Executive, with more raised by
passing around the hat.
Michael first visited Nepal in 1974
as a traveller.
“I’d been living in Africa for two
years then I travelled to Pakistan,
India, Sri Lanka and eventually
Nepal,” Michael said.
“Entering Nepal was like going
into a medieval society. Yet it had
incredible charm and the people
were just wonderful. I promised
myself then I would go back.”
It was 20 years before Michael
was able to return to Nepal in
1995 but since then he has been a
regular visitor.
He and his wife Carol sponsored
two Nepalese orphans through to
adulthood – one is now becoming
a motor mechanic and the other is
about to qualify as a nurse.
Michael also has strong
connections with SOS Nepal, which
provides housing and education for
the country’s orphans.
He formed a close friendship
with Shankar Paudel, the principal
of Hermann Gmeiner School for
orphans in the Kathmandu valley,
and in 2006 he arranged for Shankar

to visit his school Newington
College, and other high schools.
“Shankar has been a principal for
more than 30 years and is a man of
integrity, helping the children in his
country who have lost a parent for
various reasons.”
The money raised by the IEU
will go towards the rebuilding of
Chisapani village school.
Chisapani school is primary,
with about 100 students, many
walking an hour or more from their
homes and other villages to reach
it. Michael met Chisapani guide
Pratap Gurung when he trekked in
the Everest region in 2016. Using
contacts with wealthy Nepalis in
the Kathmandu area, Pratap raised
enough money to rebuild half of
the school – four classrooms.
The villagers donate their labour
through a Himalayan tradition
called ‘jana saram dan’. Each of the
60 village households is expected
to provide one worker for any
community project. To rebuild the
first four classrooms the villagers
put in a total of 800 working days.
But the building material and
transport costs are expensive. The
first four classrooms, for example,
required 180 kilos of cement.
The contribution from the IEU
will help with the construction of
the final four classrooms needed to
complete the school.
If you would like to support
Michael’s work in Nepal contact him
at michaelodavis@hotmail.com.

Just say yes to everything
Overseas teachers new to Australia enjoyed a warm
down under welcome at the IEU/Department Education
Exchange Conference in February. This year the IEU
helped nine exchange teachers come to Australian non
government schools – eight from Canada and one from
the US.

course work and theory as opposed to the prac, but my
colleagues have been amazingly supportive.
“The point of being on exchange is to be open to
everything and take it all in.
“I get help without even asking for it so I’m slowly
getting into the groove.”

Fran Sparkes
Canadian
exchange
veteran Fran
Sparkes is on her
third exchange
in four years.
“Say yes to
everything” was
her tip for any
teacher looking
to maximise
their exchange
experience.
Since 2013
she has been on
two exchanges
to WA, and now
she’s exchanged
with Nicole Ptycia of St Anthony Parish Primary School,
Wanniassa, ACT.
Fran, of St Patrick’s Elementary School, Markham,
Ontario, said exchange is always a “fabulous experience”
and any teacher on exchange should “do it all’ to make the
most their time.
While teaching in Canada and Australia is similar, Fran
finds the culture more laid back in Australia, and she puts
that down to the beaches and climate.
“The job’s just as demanding, but you can spend all year
round outside,” she said.
Fran said there is more freedom in Canada to teach
curriculum when and how you wish, but she enjoys the
collaboration required in the Australian system.
“I’ve learnt a lot about teaching literacy to those middle
years, something we don’t have a lot of in Canada, and I
will take that home with me,” she said.

Rosalie Hnatick
Rosalie
Hnatick first
discovered
Australia
backpacking
22 years ago
and vowed she
would return.
Now the St
Stephen School,
Calgary primary
teacher has
exchanged with
Greg Hayes
of St John’s
Primary School,
Mullumbimby.
“The
curriculum
and outcomes
required here are
spelt out very
explicitly. I know
my exchange partner is enjoying the freedom he is getting
with his class,” Rosalie said.
“I like the way the four terms break up the year and
allow you to organise your teaching. I like the way you get
together with other teachers in a team to teach, which is
more collaborative.”
Rosalie hopes her daughters, who are on exchange with
her, will inherit a love of travel from the experience.

Kristin Perry
Kristin
Perry, who is
on a mid year
exchange and
arrived in July,
is no stranger
to overseas
living. The St
Louis, Missouri
native has
been teaching
at the Berlin
Brandenburg
International
School since
2001 and has
exchanged with
Frederick Zalloua of St Charbel’s College, Punchbowl.
She’s also married to a Scot, so her children are citizens
of the US, UK and Germany.
The physical education program in Berlin is very
different to that found in Sydney, Kristin said.
Her young daughters have embraced international
living, and the five year old now sings Advance Australia
Fair and refers to her ‘cosies’.
“It’s been a bit of a baptism by fire as the PE program
is so different to the program in Germany, with the

Aleisha Howlett
Aleisha Howlett, history teacher from Huron Park
Secondary School, Woodstock, Ontario, had swapped
with John McKelleher of St Charbel’s College, Punchbowl.
Learning about Australian history hasn’t been a
challenge so far as she’s teaching mostly Ancient History,
but learning how the new system works has been
interesting.
Aleisha’s no stranger to overseas experience, having
preciously taught in Siberia, France and India.
Aleisha has brought her two children to Sydney.
“As soon as they heard we would have a pool, they were
sold,” she said.

The point of
being on exchange
is to be open and
take it all in.
Carla Taylor
Carla Taylor’s daughter spent a year teaching in
Melbourne and had a great time, and then her grade
partner came on exchange and raved about it, so Carla
decided it was her turn.
She’s left behind St Edmund Catholic Elementary
School in Edmonton to take Lisa Matzanke’s role at St
Columba’s Primary School, Adamstown, for a year.

“I’m hoping to make new friendships that last a lifetime,
and have people come and visit me in Canada,” Carla said.
Heather Bergland
Heather Bergland is keen to learn more about rugby
coaching in Australia, although she’s not yet clear on
whether it’s league or union that’s she’s involved with.
The phys ed teacher from Ross Sheppard High School,
Edmonton, said there’s a lot more paperwork involved
in her role covering for Alison Montgomery at Chevalier
College, Bowral.
“It’s a bit different, more theory based than practical
as in Canada, but we’re here to experience something
different,” Heather said.
Sylvia Vanaselja
Sylvia’s exchange partner at St Anthony’s of Padua,
Picton is teaching her daughter, and she is teaching her
son, so the pair have formed a close bond.
“She super supportive. She’s strong on curriculum
programing and I’m learning lots. The students are great and
ask me and my children lots of questions about Canada.”
Sylvia hopes to attend some conferences of education
technology during her exchange and take what she
learns back to St Faustina Catholic Elementary School,
Mississauga,
Ontario. Her
exchange partner
is Anita BurgessGorrie.
Joseph O’Neill
Joseph O’Neill
usually teaches
seniors at Cardinal
Carter Catholic
Secondary School,
Leamington,
Ontario, so the
younger age
group he’s taking
for Maria Oliverio
at St Joseph’s
Catholic High
School, Albion
Park, is a bit of a
challenge.
“It’s nice to
refresh yourself
after 20 years in teaching with something different,”
Joseph said.
“There’s no final exam like the HSC in Canada, so seeing
how curriculum fits in with that is interesting.
“The level of collaboration between teachers here is
much higher, as a necessity.”
Nancy McFadden
Nancy McFadden is IT teacher at Ken Caryl Middle
School, Littleton, in Colorado.
A US middle school is the equivalent of Years 7-8 only
in Australia.
At Xavier Catholic College, Skennars Head, where
she is covering for Paul Reidy, she is teaching a much
wider age group.
Her twin daughters are relishing the chance to
experience life near the beach, and Nancy is looking
forward to taking some new technology ideas back
to Colorado.
For more information about an Exchange call
Helen Gregory Teacher Exchange Coordinator on
8202 8900 or 1800 467 943 or email helen@ieu.asn.au.

Applications now open for 2018 - 2019
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Chris
celebrates
50 years in
teaching

A little kid comes up
to you and says ‘thank
you Miss’. That’s what
it’s all about – that’s
all you need.

IEU President Christine Wilkinson was 16 years old
when she had her first taste of teaching.
Chris’ service to teaching has just been commemorated
by the Broken Bay Diocese and IEU Executive. She has
spent most of her career (40 years) at one school – St
Joseph’s Catholic College, East Gosford – where she was a
founding teacher.
Chris joined the Graham Burrow School of Physical
Education in 1966.
The Graham Burrow School was founded by Kathleen
Burrow in 1926 and provided exercise and dance classes
to children in Catholic schools. Initially Chris worked in
Catholic schools in the Sydney area.
“I was thrown straight in the deep end, teaching boys to
play football,” Chris said.
Her high school visits often required Chris to teach
students the same age as herself. Chris then moved on to
country schools.
This would entail staying in pubs and parents’ homes
as she travelled between schools in the central coast,
Newcastle and Tamworth regions.
The 16 year old would catch trains (often late at night)
and taxis to move between schools and use teachers’
homes to shower and have breakfast before class. She
started full time at St Joseph’s in 1978.
Chris always wanted to be a teacher, and her passion for
track and field got her into physical education. She trained
with Olympian Betty Cuthbert and performed at state level.
“I was lucky to be able to specialise in the field that I
loved in my job,” she said.
Over time Chris combined her work with part time study
to achieve a teaching degree.
Change of direction
A big change in her life happened when she was 40.

Stay Strong. Stand Up. Have a Voice
Thank you for the handout included in the mailout I
received, entitled Stay Strong. Stand Up. Have a Voice.
I had put forward the idea of having something like
this to explain the benefits of union membership and
highlighting past gains for members, on a feedback
form last year. Obviously, other members suggested
the same idea.
It is so important to have something like this to give
to new members of staff when encouraging them to
join the Union. I feel this will make a difference as it
is not just me, the school Rep, espousing verbally the
benefits of IEU membership.
This is an excellent publication on every level – easy
to read, well set out, informative and, above all, clearly
highlights what members have access to and, more
importantly, highlights on the back page current rights
the IEU has worked hard to achieve for members over
the years. The quotes from other teachers, support staff
and principals are also effective.
I look forward to giving this to non members of staff
and having a conversation about it. I am also going to
give it to members as well, as it is so informative and an
excellent summary of the IEU.
Many thanks for taking feedback on board.
Shelley Watts IEU Rep
14
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“I was pulling apart witches hats in the playground and
something jarred in my back.”
Chris required spinal surgery and her PE days were over.
The Catholic Education Office allowed her to retrain and
she started teaching careers and vocational education, as
well as history and geography.
“I think the injury was a blessing in disguise. It was time
for me to change career, and it was great that I was able to
move in a new direction.
“ I was getting older and continuing on in physical
education may not have been the best, especially being
outdoors all the time.”
Chris enjoys the variety that vocational education and
careers work entails. She is often out of school visiting
students on work placements and finds the industry and
academic requirements of these courses quite rigorous.
Abiding passion
St Joseph’s has been an abiding passion. Chris loved
working with the Josephite Sisters that founded the school.
“I did some fabulous work with the sisters who were
principals. The Josephite charism is part of who I am.
“Our school motto is ‘Act Justly’ and I think I’ve always
worked towards that.”
Chris has proudly watched the school grow from 360
students in three streams to a 900 strong Years 7-12
school. The change from a school run by sisters to one run
by lay people is one of the biggest she has experienced
during her career.
“I miss the Sisters because the school had a completely
different feeling when they were there. But there are no
Sisters coming through the system now.
“Myself and some of the older staff maintain the
Josephite philosophy with the principal and the girls.”
Now teaching the daughters of students she has taught,

Editor’s note: Please share the recruitment
information referred to here with your non member
colleagues. You can download it from the IEU website
ieu.asn.au. Click on Resources/Rep’s Resources/
Recruitment and retention campaign material or click
here: http://www.ieu.asn.au/media/197449/stay_
strong_stand_upl_hr.pdf
Refugee march
Palm Sunday (9 April) has become a day when
people around the world stand up for peace, justice
and humanity.
Illawarra Refugee Action Collective (RAC) is
organising a March for Refugees at Wollongong Mall,
2pm, Sunday 9 April, to show Australians will stand up
to defend the world’s most vulnerable people.
RAC is inviting IEU members to attend the Palm
Sunday March.
This year millions of people around the world are
fleeing war and persecution. We want to show a united
call from humanity demanding asylum and dignity for all.
To find out more about Refugee Action Collective
Illawarra email RACIllawarra@gmail.com or visit:
Refugee Action Collective Illawarra on Facebook.
Marg Perrott
RAC Illawarra

Chris said if she can make a difference in one girl’s life
once a year then it is all worthwhile.
“A little kid comes up to you and says ‘thank you Miss’.
That’s what it’s all about – that’s all you need.”
Workers rights
Chris joined the IEU around 1982, when it was still
called the Independent Teachers Association (ITA).
Her parents had been staunch unionists that always
“stuck up for the workers”.
She became a school Rep, Branch Secretary, member of
Council, Executive member and Vice President, until she
took up the President’s role about 15 years ago.
“I love the contact with the members and I have made
some wonderful friends through the Union.
“I love fighting for what I believe in and having a
common goal leading to better conditions for teachers.
“We’re moving into the unknown in education at the
moment with all the changes.
“I worry about young teachers not staying in the
profession. All the administration seems to be putting
them off.
“They need to be determined and get over those first
few years and then they will realise what a difference they
can make to a child’s life.”
Chris plans to keep teaching for as long as she can, and
continue in her role as IEU President.
“If I wake up one morning and feel like I don’t want to
go to school then I’ll stop, but I don’t think that will be any
time soon.
“At the 50 year ceremony the Bishop asked me if I had
my time again would I do anything different and I said no.
I’ve loved doing what I do and have no regrets.”
Sue Osborne Journalist

Data team
The other day I opened an email that invited me to
visit four data sites where results of tests of one kind
and another done by my students were available.
I was being expected to note what the data on these
sites had to say about my students and use it.
Leaving aside difficulties with passwords, navigation
and other mechanics arising in the process of access,
actually understanding what the data is saying and even
more significantly, applying it, is, at the least, demanding,
certainly time consuming and possibly daunting.
I believe teachers need a lot more support in dealing
with data. I suggest that this support would be best
supplied in the form of data teams.
A data team in every school, with allocated resources
of time and specialist personnel, could undertake
the analysis of these results, lay out the implications
and identify strategies that might address areas for
reinforcement and/or development.
I would ask the IEU to seriously consider the idea of
data teams. A pilot project or projects in schools, could
establish the feasibility of this idea.
I strongly recommend it to you.
Peter Hume
McCarthy Catholic College
Emu Plains

Students
get to know
their Union

The IEU stall was a popular presence once again at
EdFest, the annual education careers expo at Western
Sydney University.
This important event provided prospective teachers with the
opportunity to familiarise themselves with the work of the Union,
and how membership provides insurance, protecting their rights
at work, assisting with their accreditation and providing general
advice on a number of employment and training matters.
IEU organisers spoke to preservice early childhood teachers
and all teachers wanting to work in non government schools.
The presentations covered the different awards and the
ways in which the Union assists in ensuring the right salary is
paid and proper recognition is given to teacher training
and education.

Interrupting
and challenging
homophobia

The presentation to early childhood teachers was especially
important as many providers do not have award agreements
and offer new teachers individual contracts, many of which are
under award levels, leaving them underpaid and vulnerable.
Student teachers were also unaware that their membership
was free and were surprised by the number of professional
development courses offered to assist them along the way.
Overall, it was heartening to see so many young and
enthusiastic teachers in the pipeline and signing up to be IEU
members as well.
Lubna Haddad Organiser

The Safe Schools Coalition Australia is a network of
organisations working with schools to create safer and
more inclusive environments for same sex attracted,
intersex and gender diverse students, staff and families.
Mary Flaskas and Darby Car presented the first of three
modules, in partnership with the IEU, on Tuesday 7 and
Wednesday 8 March.
While the program was the subject of some controversy
last year, particularly from some conservative politicians
and commentators, we believed that our members deserve
the opportunity to listen to and discuss the issues first hand,
so decisions could be based on evidence, not hearsay.
Across religions and cultures, there is a shared belief in
the right of people to be safe, happy and healthy and to be
treated with respect. As a Union, we believe in and trust
the professional judgement of teachers and know that
while some things may make us feel a little uncomfortable
or take us out of our comfort zone, that can often be the
catalyst for positive change.
The second of the three modules, Supporting Sexuality
and Gender Diversity, will be presented at Ultimo on
Wednesday 3 May and Penrith on Thursday 4 May. The
third of the three modules, Interrupting and Challenging
Homophobia, will be presented at Ultimo on Tuesday 6
June and Penrith on Wednesday 7 June.
Further information is available via our website http://
www.ieu.asn.au/pd-meetings/
Karen Forbes Professional Officer

IEU stands up
for students
with disability
A call for fairness for students with a
disability is the focus of a submission by
the IEU to the NSW Legislative Council
Inquiry into Support for Students with
Disabilities or Other Special Needs in
Government and Non Government
Schools in NSW.
The submission draws attention to the
UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities, which says: “Countries are
to guarantee that persons with disabilities
enjoy their inherent right to life on an equal
basis with others and protect children with
disabilities. States are to ensure equal
access to primary and secondary education,
vocational training, adult education and
lifelong learning. Education is to employ
the appropriate materials, techniques
and forms of communication. Education
of persons with disabilities must foster
their participation in society, their sense of
dignity and self worth and the development
of their personality, abilities and creativity”.
“Input from IEU members, however,
reflects their real concern at not always
being able to meet these obligations,” the
submission said.
“The consistent and strong feedback
from IEU members is that the resources
and funding arrangements for students
with disabilities in non government schools
are not adequate and that schools can
therefore be vulnerable to being in breach of
legislation, as well as their own commitment
to high professional standards.
“As previously noted, there has been
disappointment in the lack of federal
government commitment to full Gonski
funding.
“Past and current initiatives involving
the federal and NSW governments,
including national partnerships, national
approaches to curriculum and assessment,
and the teacher accreditation agenda
have provided significant challenges and
opportunities to ensure that the needs of
students with disabilities/special needs are
recognised and addressed.

The consistent and strong
feedback from IEU members is
that the resources and funding
arrangements for students with
disabilities in non government
schools are not adequate.
“While the IEU welcomes commitments
by the Federal and NSW Governments
in relation to early childhood education,
there is a need for a coordinated approach
to funding and supporting students
with disabilities/special needs in early
childhood, K-12 and into postschool
education and training.
“As IEU members often tell the
Union, children’s needs should be met
irrespective of state/territory.
“These are vital human rights and the
IEU looks forward to their achievement for
the students of NSW, irrespective of the
school sector in which they are enrolled.”
To read the full submission see the news
section of the IEU website ieu.asn.au or
click here: http://www.ieu.asn.au/newspublications/news/2017/03/submissionprovision-of-education-to-students-witha-disability-or-special-needs/
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Women’s day is relevant to all

Men should be encouraged to attend events like the
International Women’s Day (IWD) celebrations held by
the IEU in regional areas and Sydney recently, Federal MP
for Lindsay Emma Husar said.
Emma was guest speaker at the IEU’s event in Wattle St.
She covered a wide range of issues pertinent to women (and
men), including her now famous address to parliament where
she outlined her own family history of domestic violence.
IEU Women’s Organiser Pam Smith pointed out that
IWD was an opportunity to celebrate the achievements of
women in education and the union movement, but also a
time to reflect on challenges and threats.
She included US President Donald Trump among the list
of threats to women’s causes.
“You can never take anything for granted. There’s more
misogyny around than you may realise,” Pam said.
Equal pay, cuts to penalty rates (which predominantly
affects women), threats to paid parental leave, the omnibus
bill before parliament and anti discrimination legislation
were all issues requiring vigilance, Pam said.
She highlighted the plight of early childhood teachers,
who may work across the corridor from school teachers,
doing the same job with the same qualifications, but earn
$20-30,000 less.
Emma, whose first job was a teacher, praised the three
men who had turned out for the IWD event and said more
men should attend such events. Emma is chair of the Labor
Party’s Status of Women Committee and she encourages
men to attend such events, often with cake.
“It’s an economic argument really. If Australia had the
same female workforce participation as Canada our GDP
would increase by $25 billion.”

Emma said she had encountered sexism in federal
parliament, including being called part of a “handbag hit
squad” and being told she had her position only due to a
quota system, by members of the opposition.
The way men and women interacted during question time
was also evidence of subtle discrimination.
She said it would take until 2046 to have equal
representation in parliament at the current rate of progress,
with Labor pushing forward with 12 out of 24 seats in NSW
now held by women.
Referring to her speech on domestic violence in November
last year, Emma said she had no idea the impact it would have.
She spoke of her own father’s abuse of her mother, and
her own abusive marriage.
“I’ve been very humbled. I’ve received messages from
people around the world. This touched so many people – it
impacts on so many women’s lives.
“I personalised an issue that is not usually spoken about.
Stats mean nothing, a personal story means everything.”
Emma said many people, including clerks in parliament
house, had disclosed their own stories to her and thanked
her for her speech.
“They felt empowered to know people in politics were
going through the same things.
“This has got a life of its own; I feel a sense of
responsibility to push on with it.”
Emma raised other issues of importance to women,
particularly that older women are experiencing the fastest
rate of homelessness, often due to divorce and the low rates
of superannuation they have.
The Union also held special IWD events in Bathurst and
Canberra. See next issue for coverage.

I personalised an
issue that is not
usually spoken about.
Stats mean nothing,
a personal story
means everything.

Event one
IEU will host Women in Education events in the next few months, free for members. The first
event explores how to live more mindfully and take care of your own wellbeing at the next
IEU Women and Equity Committee forum held by the South Coast Branch.
A workshop will be facilitated by CatholicCare Wollongong called An Introduction to Living
More Mindfully.
There will also be a discussion about how the IEU can support women in the workplace beyond
advancing women and equity issues.
IEU Women’s Convenor Pam Smith will discuss the context for the 2017 women and equity agenda.
The forum is on Thursday, 30 March at 4.45pm to 6.30pm at Good Samaritan Primary School,
48 McGrath Street, Fairy Meadow.
It’s free for IEU members and $20 for non members. Refreshments will be served.
To register email franca@ieu.asn.au or phone 02 8202 8900 by 27 March.

Event two
The second event is in Newcastle and features Paterson Labor MP Meryl Swanson.
Meryl Swanson is Deputy Chair of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Agriculture and Water
Resources and chairs the Labor Party Caucus Committee on Sustainable Australia and is a member
of the Caucus Committees on Education, Science, Research and the Arts and the Status of Women.
IEU Assistant Secretary Gloria Taylor will talk about the IEU’s agenda for 2017.
This event is free for IEU members and a dinner follows the speakers.
It’s at the Multipurpose Centre, Fort Scratchley, Nobbys Road, Newcastle East on
Tuesday 16 May at 4.30pm.
To register email helenr@ieu.asn.au or phone 4926 9400.

Paterson Labor
MP Meryl Swanson
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Inspirational story
Chris Wilkinson
President

Hard to believe that we are more than
half way through Term 1. It is always a
busy time for everyone. The extreme
heat did not assist as we sweltered
through the first four weeks. Bring on
the cooler weather.
I would like to congratulate Lubna
Haddad and James Jenkins-Flint who have
been appointed as officers to the IEU. We
look forward to working with them and I
know that they are going to bring talent
and enthusiasm to their new roles.
Once again we celebrated International
Women’s Day on Friday, 3 March at the
IEU’s Wattle Street office. The guest
speaker was Emma Husar MP, Federal
Member for Lindsay.
What an inspiration, as she shared her
life’s journey and her personal experiences
of growing up with domestic violence.
As the statistics show many of the
students that sit in our classes on a daily
basis are also going through some type
of violence in the home. As a Union, we
recognise that we have to do more to
protect our students and those affected by
these terrible events.

The Catholic systemic schools enterprise
agreement drags on, and members are
reminded to hold Chapter meetings and
keep up to date with the NewsExtras
and visit the IEU website for further
information and clarification on the
progress of this claim.
I welcome our visiting exchange teachers
to our schools and hope that your time with
us will be both rewarding and enjoyable. If
any members are thinking about teaching
overseas in the near future, just make
contact with Exchange Coordinator Helen
Gregory helen@ieu.asn.au who will be only
to happy to assist you. I would also like to
thank Helen for all the time and effort that
she dedicates to the successful teacher
exchange program.
The Activists Conference is being
held again this year in April during the
school holidays, so if you are an activist
and would like to attend, please contact
Marilyn Jervis marilyn@ieu.asn.au or
Helen for further information. It is a
wonderful opportunity to meet with other
activists, network, share stories and learn
how to be an even better IEU member in
your school or chapter.
I wish you all a successful year and look
forward to meeting you at branch meetings,
PIPs or forums throughout the year.
If you are a new member to the IEU, I
welcome you and encourage you to be an
active member and become involved at
school, branch or council level.

Moving forward
Pam Smith

Principals Organiser
The major focus for IEU principal
members in Catholic systemic schools
has been the finalisation of enterprise
agreements for the next three years.
Appreciation is expressed to principal
members for their input to this process
via meetings, teleconferences and
through the Principals Sub Branch.
Agreements have been forwarded via
email to systemic principal members and
are also outlined on page 5.
Wellbeing is a high priority for the IEU
for all its members, including principals.
The recent report of the Teachers Health
Fund/Australian Catholic University (see
page 7) on principals’ wellbeing shows very
high levels of stress and workload pressure
on principals and in the school workplace
environment. This includes instances

of verbal and physical violence towards
principals and staff.
The THF/ACU wellbeing research will
help inform the IEU’s ongoing discussions
with employers and in future industrial
negotiation.
The 2017 Principals’ Sub Branch AGM
was held on 11 February at the IEU
Parramatta office with President Christine
Wilkinson in attendance.
Congratulations to Sidonie Coffey
(Maitland-Newcastle Diocese) on her reelection as Principals Sub Branch president
and to Des Fox (Sydney Archdiocese)
and Jude Ryan (Wilcannia-Forbes)
who will continue in the role of joint
secretaries.  Kathy Neely from CanberraGoulburn Archdiocese was elected to the
position of deputy president.
Sub Branch committee members include
Alan Le Brocque, Louise O’Sullivan,
Therese Seymour and Peter Galvin.
Further 2017 Principals Sub Branch
meetings will be held on 6 May, 5 August
and 4 November. The IEU also welcomes
opportunities to meet with principals at
diocesan, regional and local levels.

Join us online

Facebook www.facebook.com/ieunswact
Twitter www.twitter.com/ieunswact

Fight for long
service leave
Carolyn Collins
Vice President
Support Staff

For members working in Catholic
systemic schools you will have already
received the NewsExtra outlining where
bargaining between the CCER and the IEU
is up to. It is very concerning that improved
long service leave for school support staff
has been rejected by the CCER.
Parity with teachers is something we
have worked for, yet the CCER does not
see this as an important matter. Same
industry, same conditions!
CCER has also rejected improved
access to higher classifications. Therefore,
we are left stagnant and without any
recognition for the work we do in our
schools. It is paramount that we stand
up and says this is not good enough.
If it means industrial action, then
industrial action is something we should
strongly consider. Industrial action is never
taken lightly. We do need to stand up and
be strong, not only for us now working in
the system, but also for those following
us. We do have the numbers to make a
positive impact. Let’s make a difference.
For a worker to refuse to belong to a union
is not to exercise a democratic freedom.
It is to accept benefits that others have
worked for without contributing to the
cost. Democracy flourishes only when
freedom is accompanied by responsibility.
Update your details
Union membership is crucial for our
working stability and wellbeing. Ensure
all your details are up to date. The
information membership needs is:

• place of employment – especially
if you have changed schools
• hours of work
• email address
• home address
• preferred phone or mobile number, and
• method of payment (please note your
card expiry date if paying by credit card).
Paying for a year’s membership up front
will give you a significant discount. If you
already do this, ensure you are current.
Sign up a colleague and get those notice
boards full of IEU information.
Support staff conference
The date for our Support Staff
Conference is 11 August. Thanks to IEU
Organiser Carolyn Moore for the hours she
has spent and is spending in researching
and preparation for this wonderful event.
I would also like to mention and thank
Cassie Barnes. The behind the scenes work
for an event such as this is massive.
Working With Children Check
This check is a requirement for anyone
working in a child related area. For those
currently employed in secondary schools
you need this check done by 2017 and
primary schools by 2018. The following
youtube website gives explicit instructions
on how to go about getting your Working
With Children Check. https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=HmfvQWrqMZk
The application is done here: https://
wwccheck.ccyp.nsw.gov.au/Applicants/
Application
Once filled in and submitted, you will be
given an application number. When you
have this, you need to go to Service NSW
with your application number, proof of
identity and $80.

Is support scheme
money well spent?
Gabe Connell
Vice President ECS
So here we are nearly through Term 1.
The year is already passing so quickly
and where are we?
Great news for all early childhood
teachers who are members of the Union,
with the IEU paying our subscriptions to the
Teacher Learning Network www.tln.org.au.
This means we can access professional
development which counts towards our 20
hours of NESA approved time. There are so
many options with TLN – online learning,
face to face and recorded content.
Tell your colleagues it’s time to join
the IEU not just to take advantage of this
great offer but for help with enterprise
agreements, awards and industrial advice.
Preschools across NSW have begun
implementing the Start Strong funding
model which is supposed to ensure all
children in NSW can participate in 600
hours of quality preschool education in the
year before school, no matter where they
live or what their circumstances.
Already though we are hearing stories
from preschools that any extra funding
is being eaten up by staff wages as hours

are increased to meet the 7.5 hours a
day. I have heard of some teachers being
sent home five minutes after the children
leave. How can this work? Industrially it is
a nightmare for many services, particularly
rural services who struggle with attracting
staff anyway.
All preschools have been invited to
participate in the Start Strong Sector
Support program being rolled out across
the state.
The purpose of Start Strong Sector
Support is to assist preschools in the
rollout of Start Strong. It will help
preschools to maximise the number of
children enrolled in 600 hours of quality
early childhood education per year, enable
fee reductions and optimise the financial
sustainability of preschools.
Preschools on the safety net must
participate while others can choose
to participate. We have seen similar
schemes in the past with little benefit to
preschools. Would the money be better
spent as increased funding to preschools,
especially as there is no guarantee that the
Start Strong Program will still be with us
in 2018. What then? I guess we will have
another funding model and yet another
support scheme.
How does every other state in Australia
get it right and NSW is still struggling? The
fight continues.
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Twilight meetings
causing stress

Professional reading can be included as part
of your PD or PL for maintenance purposes.

Luke Breen
Lansdowne Secretary
Eleven Chapters were represented at the first Lansdowne
Sub Branch meeting for 2017. I would like to congratulate
James Rooney on his re-election as President and Janina
Kozak upon her re-election as Deputy President. I would
also like to thank Bernadette Hawthorne for her services as
Sub Branch Secretary in 2016.
Sub Branch confirmed the following Thursday meeting
dates at Fairfield RSL (4.30pm start).
Term 2 meeting:
Term 3 meeting:
Term 4 meeting/dinner:
Term 1 2018 AGM:

Reading this publication
may count as PD

18 May
3 August
2 November
15 February 2018

Articles in IEU publications relevant to
professional practice (not industrial matters)
can be reflected upon and discussed. Using the
Australian Professional Standards for Teachings,
for the purposes of teacher identified or self
identified activities.
Remember to log your professional reading with
NESA or TQI.
For more information refer to NESA or TQI
websites.

Our aim remains to have interesting meetings allowing
any and all to contribute and to conclude before the Ode
(6pm).
Sub Branch requested that the IEU raise two matters
with Sydney Catholic schools. The first was the issue of
twilight meetings, the expectations around these and
whether there was sufficient compensation for the time
and stress these meetings put on teachers. The other
was in regards to primary school teachers being required/
expected to move classroom furniture and the WHS
ramifications of such practices.
Further, we were pleased to hear that the IEU continues
to pursue our workloads claim in our EA negotiations
particularly with respect to class sizes.
I look forward to seeing reps and members from schools
in our Lansdowne Sub Branch attend our next meeting.

Giveaways

Looking for Rose Paterson: How Family
Bush Life Nurtured Banjo the Poet
Author: Jennifer Gall
Publisher: NLA Publishing
Three copies to give away

Let’s Explore Desert

Authors and illustrators: Cherie Zamazing,
David Shephard, Mike Love, Michelle Todd
Publisher: Lonely Planet
Three copies to give away

Marco and Amelia are on a trip through the world’s
dry and dusty deserts. This sticker activity book is
packed with puzzles to complete, stickers to add, pages
to colour and loads of fascinating facts.
Ride camels to an Arabian oasis, discover dinosaur
fossils, camp out under the stars, take a trip down the
River Nile and lots more. Gorgeously illustrated and
featuring the Lonely Planet Kids explorers – Marco and
Amelia – this is the perfect gift for any curious child
aged five plus.

Rose was the mother of famous Australian poet
Banjo Paterson (known as Barty as a boy) and, yet,
very little has been written about her. As wife of
pastoral station manager Andrew Bogle Paterson,
Rose’s married life was lived under straitened financial
circumstances, something that a woman of her class
would not have expected. At Illalong station, near
Yass in NSW, Rose was isolated – geographically
and socially. Andrew was frequently away, leaving
Rose to manage on her own in their dilapidated slab
house, often with no domestic help and often in harsh
weather conditions. Her existence was punctuated by
multiple pregnancies and childbirth, organising her
seven children and their education and labouring over
the never ending chores. Looking for Rose Paterson
places Rose within the broader context of Australian
life in the 1870s and the 1880s, enabling us to develop
an appreciation of her struggles and joys all the more.

Healthy is the New Skinny
Author: Katie H Willcox
Publisher: Hay House
Three copies to give away

We live in a world where beauty is everything. Society
tells us that if we just looked a certain way, if we had the
right products, if we were skinny enough, then we would
be enough – we would have value. Society is wrong, but
it took Katie H Willcox years to understand this:
“Over the course of my 30 short years, I have both
worked as a professional model and been the exact
opposite of our culture’s beauty ideal. I have struggled
with my weight and felt like I didn’t and never would fit
in. Then I had a powerful realisation: my misery and self
loathing didn’t change with my weight or how ‘pretty’
society thought I was, so my looks weren’t the source of
happiness and worth that I had believed them to be. But
then, what was? And how had I come to invest so much
of myself in beliefs that were so untrue?”

Email entries to giveaways@ieu.asn.au with the giveaway you are entering in the subject line and your
name, membership number and address in the body of the email. All entries to be received by 5 April 2017.
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The regulator regulating
Bernard
O’Connor
NGS Super

The Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA) has been keeping
a very close eye on the nation’s $2.3
trillion superannuation pool of savings
and on 1 February 2017 it released three
data sets detailing both overall sector
performance and fund level analysis for
MySuper products.
As the chart below illustrates, not for
profit industry funds outperformed all
other sectors with an average 10 year
annual return of 5.41%. Public sector funds
(covering public sector employees) came
in a close second with a return of 5.36%,
while corporate (employer) funds returned
on average 5.12%. For profit retail funds
were the lowest returning funds with
a 10 year average annual return of just
3.6%. If you do the numbers including
the loss of 10 years compound interest,
you will be able to see just how much the
underperformance was between industry
funds and retail funds (see graph).
Not unsurprisingly, the data also showed
that the funds offering more investment
options deliver the lowest returns. In
essence this means that members pay for
the extra ‘bells and whistles’ from their
returns. Funds which fit into the most
investment options category are generally
retail funds.

As well as providing megadata on
super fund performance, APRA also
expressed serious concern about the worst
performing super funds over one, five and
10 year periods. The regulator looked at
the lowest performing 25 funds out of our
largest 250 funds. The Australian Financial
Review reported on 16 February 2017
(Boot for worst super boards) that APRA
has identified the worst performing funds
and has put them on notice to improve
their performance or close shop.
APRA is obviously concerned about
consistent underperformance and has
indicated that it will put more pressure on
boards to make ‘hard decisions’ in the best
interest of their members.
APRA’s deputy chairman, Helen
Rowell, said, “Funds have had enough
time to bed down administrative and
regulatory changes. The next step is for
(underperforming) funds to improve
performance or exit the industry”.
So it’s very good news on the industry
fund front and also good news that a
number of consistently underperforming
funds have been put on notice by the
regulators. Superannuation analysts
agree that the industry will undergo
consolidation to take advantage of the
economies of scale and many smaller or
underperforming funds will disappear.
And some good news for NGS Super
members – your fund has been nominated
as a finalist in the category of Medium
Fund of the Year ($5 billion to $10 billion
in assets) for the Conexus Superannuation
Awards 2017. The winner has not been
determined at the time of writing.

John Quessy
Secretary
Gloria Taylor
Deputy Secretary
Carol Matthews
Assistant Secretary
Mark Northam
Assistant Secretary
Chris Wilkinson
President
St Joseph’s Catholic College
East Gosford
Louise Glase
Vice President Non-Systemic
St Patrick’s College Campbelltown
Bernadette Baker
Vice President Systemic
St Mary’s Cathedral College Sydney
Carolyn Collins
Vice President Support Staff
St Michael's Primary School Nowra
Gabrielle Connell
Vice President ECS
Albury Preschool Kindergarten
Leah Godfrey
Vice President ACT
St Thomas The Apostle Primary School
Kambah
Peter Moore
Financial Officer
De La Salle College Cronulla
Marie MacTavish
Financial Officer
St Joseph’s Primary School
East Maitland

General Executive Members
John O’Neill
Carroll College Broulee
Jeff Pratt
Mount St Patrick’s College
Murwillumbah
Suzanne Penson
Mackillop College Port Macquarie
Ross Conlon
O’Connor Catholic High School
Armidale
Helen Templeton
Presbyterian Ladies College Armidale
Denise McHugh
McCarthy Catholic College Tamworth
Patricia Murnane
McCarthy Catholic College Emu Plains
Caroline McCaffrie
Our Lady of the Sacred Heart College
Kensington
Tina Ruello
Catherine McAuley College Westmead
James Jenkins-Flint
St Brigid's Primary School Marrickville

PD, Conferences and Meetings
21 March PIP Maintenance of 		

EVEN
		 T FULL

Accreditation, Online

27 March PIP Maintenance of

		

Accreditation, Online

22 March Writing a Winning Resume

EVEN
		 T FULL

with Cynthia Palmer,
4.30pm- 6-30pm, 485-501
Wattle Street, Ultimo

10 April

Accreditation at Proficient
Teacher workshop, 9.30am4pm, 485-501 Wattle
Street, Ultimo

		
		

		
		
		

12 April

EVEN
		 T FULL

		

3 May

		
		
		

NGS Retirement Planning
workshop, 485-501 Wattle
Street, Ultimo
Supporting Sexuality and
Gender Diversity, 4.30pm6.30pm, 485-501 Wattle
Street, Ultimo

4 May

Supporting Sexuality and
Gender Diversity, 4.30pm6.30pm, Nepean Rowing
Club, Bruce Neale Drive,
Penrith

6 June

Interrupting and Challenging
Homophobia, 4.30pm6.30pm, 485-501 Wattle
Street, Ultimo

7 June

Interrupting and
Challenging Homophobia,
4.30pm-6.30pm, Nepean
Rowing Club, Bruce Neale
Drive, Penrith

21 June

Refugee Experiences and
the Classroom, Dapto

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

		

1 August Writing a Winning Resume

		

with Cynthia Palmer, TBC

Waiting lists are available for events that are fully booked

Reps training
24 March Reps Training, Beaton Park

		

Tennis Club, Wollongong
19 - 21 April Activists Conference, Leura

5 May
12 May
2 June

Reps Training, Canberra
WHS for Reps, Campbelltown
Reps Training, Wagga Wagga

For IEU meeting dates see www.ieu.asn.au
(Important information: The information in this article is general information only and
does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making a
financial decision, please assess the appropriateness of the information to your individual
circumstances, read the Produce Disclosure Statement for any product you may be thinking
of acquiring and consider seeking personal advice. Past performance is not a reliable indicator
of future performance. Any opinions are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the
view of NGS Super.)

Our locations
Sydney 485-501 Wattle Street, Ultimo NSW 2007 (02) 8202 8900
Parramatta Level 2, 18-20 Ross Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 (02) 8202 8900
Newcastle 8-14 Telford Street, Newcastle East NSW 2302 (02) 4926 9400
Lismore 4 Carrington Street, Lismore NSW 2480 (02) 6623 4700
ACT Unit 8, 40 Brisbane Avenue, Barton ACT 2600 (02) 6120 1500
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THE MORE YOU
KNOW ABOUT SUPER,
THE MORE IT CAN
WORK FOR YOU.
We want you to understand
all aspects of super, at
every stage of your wealth
building journey and invite
you to attend our seminar
series to learn more.
Our seminar series is a relaxed and
informative way to learn more and discuss
the issues and ideas most relevant to you.
It’s free and runs throughout the year in
every state. Key topics include:
+ Planning for retirement
+ Understanding Centrelink for retirees

Call us on 1300 133 177 or visit
ngssuper.com.au/seminars to book any
free seminar that suits your needs.

Your fund.
Your wealth.
Your future.
Issued by NGS Super Pty Limited ABN 46 003 491 487 AFSL No 233 154 the trustee of NGS Super ABN 73 549 180 515

3104 (0317)

+ NGS Open Day. Topics typically include
economic and investment updates,
wealth accumulation, retirement
planning strategies and Age Pension
enitlements.

